The communities that individuals have created are endlessly diverse. They have followed ancient patterns and have experimented boldly with innovative ideas. This publication and the exhibition it complements present only a few of the many ways that individuals have found to live together. It is divided according to the specific forces behind the creation of communities in the United States: "Family Ties" and "Ethnic Environment" show associations organized around those basic bonds; "The Dollars and Sense of Community" describes groups that form for economic reasons; "Plans for Perfection" examines religious and secular utopias; and "From Crisis to Community" deals with people forced by circumstances or discrimination to congregate. Census pages, petitions, maps, photographs, and other federal records are included. Individually, these documents can tell only incomplete stories of the specific groups represented. But taken together they reveal some of the subtleties and complexities of the U.S. style of congregation—and of the human bond itself. (JAG)
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"The ties that bind the lives of our people in one indissoluble union are perpetuated in the Archives of our government..."

Inscription on the National Archives Building by its architect, John Russell Pope, ca. 1930s

In the Rotunda of the National Archives, visitors wait in hushed lines to view the great documents of American democracy and history. Seeing the handwritten, original copies of the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights is often stirring. Americans of all ages and backgrounds describe the experience as awe-inspiring, reverential, moving. As expressions of the values and freedoms that all Americans cherish, the Charters of Freedom are powerful symbols of our collective beliefs and ideals. They are the tangible links that unite Americans in a vast, national community.

The freedoms accorded United States citizens by the Charters have also encouraged the creation of an infinite variety of more intimate communities. As early as 1831, when Alexis de Tocqueville traveled through the United States, he noted with some curiosity and admiration the American inclination to associate. Americans of all ages, conditions, and dispositions, he wrote, constantly form associations of a "thousand kinds, religious, moral, serious, futile, general or restricted, enormous or diminutive." Indeed, the history of this country is rife with the successes and failures of every imaginable kind of community. Their stories are an important part of our collective past: they tell us something of the freedoms and constraints of American democracy and of the organization and experience of American life.

This book presents documents from the National Archives that are the tangible traces of that experience—of the ties that bind us to one another as Americans, and as human beings. It accompanies the 1992 National Archives exhibition "Ties That Bind: Communities in American History." The Office of Public Programs of the National Archives prepared the exhibition and this book. Lisa B. Auel of the Exhibits Branch was the author of both. Serene Feldman Werblood of the Development and Production Branch, Publications Division, designed the publication. For all of their generous contributions of time and support to the "Communities" project, special thanks are extended to Stacey Bredhoff, Bruce I. Bustard, Anne DeLong, Stephen Estrada, Henry J. Gwiazda, Martha Merselis, Kitty Nicholson, Marilyn Paul, Thomas D. Saunders, Emily Soapes, and James D. Zeender.

Don W. Wilson
Archivist of the United States
INTRODUCTION

The communities that Americans have created are endlessly diverse: they have followed ancient patterns and have boldly experimented with innovative ideas. This book and the exhibition it complements present only a few of the myriad ways that Americans have found to live together. It is divided according to some of the specific forces behind the creation of community in this country: "Family Ties" and "Ethnic Environments" show associations organized around those basic bonds; "The Dollars and Sense of Community" describes groups that form for economic reasons; "Plans for Perfection" looks at religious and secular utopias, and "From Crisis to Community" deals with people forced, by circumstance or discrimination, to congregate.

The census pages, petitions, maps, photographs, and other federal records shown on the following pages were produced or collected by the U.S. government for many different reasons. In most cases, they were not kept in order to fully portray particular communities. Individually, therefore, these documents can tell only incomplete stories of the specific groups represented. But taken together they reveal some of the subtleties and complexities of the American style of congregation — and of the human bond itself.
WE ARE ALL BORN INTO THE MOST INTIMATE COMMUNITIES THAT WE'LL EVER KNOW: OUR FAMILIES. TODAY THESE GROUPS, WHICH ARE USUALLY THE MOST MEANINGFUL ASSOCIATIONS OF OUR LIVES, CONSIST OF SMALL NUMBERS OF IMMEDIATE RELATIVES, AND OUR "COMMUNITIES" INCLUDE THE UNRELATED PEOPLE IN OUR NEIGHBORHOODS, PROFESSIONS, OR GENERATION. BUT PRIOR TO THE 1600s, WHEN EUROPEANS BEGAN TO COLONIZE THE "NEW WORLD" IN EARNEST, MOST AMERICAN COMMUNITIES WERE BASED ON EXTENDED FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS. IN THE NATIVE POPULATIONS OF AMERICAN INDIANS, INUITS (HISTORICALLY KNOWN AS ESKIMOS), AND HAWAIIANS, THE INTRICATE RELATIONSHIPS OF KIN AND CLAN DETERMINED THE CHARACTER AND STRUCTURE OF COMMUNITIES. SUSTAINED BY THE SENSE OF LOYALTY AND OBLIGATION INHERENT IN SUCH FAMILY TIES, THESE EARLIEST AMERICAN ASSOCIATIONS FLOURISHED. AS EURO-AMERICAN CULTURE INEXORABLY ADVANCED ACROSS NATIVE LANDS, HOWEVER, THEIR CHANCES FOR CONTINUED SURVIVAL DIMMED.
Native Americans

Though many Native American communities were based on kinship associations, individual communities varied greatly. When John Smith and other British colonists sailed into the Chesapeake Bay in 1607, over 2,000 indigenous languages were spoken in America. The number of native tongues bespoke the great diversity of Native American cultures; some were aggressive, others were peaceful; some farmed and traded in the Southeast, others followed seasons and herds on the Alaskan tundra. The communities built by Native Americans ranged from small bands or villages to larger, more complex societies, each practicing its own religion, producing its own art, and conducting its own government. Religious ceremonies, feasts, athletic contests, and shared beliefs about the natural and spiritual worlds cemented relationships and sustained community life.
Native Hawaiians

Villages and towns on the Hawaiian Islands also developed along clan lines, but the population as a whole was more homogenous than that of the American mainland. Polynesian voyagers colonized the islands between 300-400 AD, and by the arrival of British explorer Capt. James Cook in 1778, a royal family governed the islands and a uniquely Hawaiian culture had developed. In communities throughout the islands people truly shared their daily lives — property and food were held in common, and work was a communal effort. Ohana (family) and pualu (cooperation) were universally the most treasured Hawaiian values.

As on the mainland, the traditional way of life on the islands was challenged and changed by the introduction of European and American cultures. When the United States annexed Hawaii in 1898, the dissolution of native communities and lifestyles was virtually assured. Today a small number of native Hawaiians attempts to preserve their culture in ceremonies, traditional activities (such as the hula), and experimental communal societies.
PETITION AGAINST ANNEXATION

To the President of the United States of America,

We, the undersigned, citizens of the Hawaiian Kingdom, hereby petition you to take steps to prevent the annexation of our country to the United States of America.

We believe that the annexation of our country will be prejudicial to the interests of the Hawaiian people and will be detrimental to the prosperity of our country.

We therefore urge you to take all necessary steps to prevent the annexation of our country to the United States of America.

Sincerely,

[Signatures]

[Printed names of petitioners]

Page from an anti-annexation petition from the Women's Hawaiian Patriotic League, opposing U.S. annexation of the islands, 1898. RG 46 Records of the U.S. Senate Reproduced with permission of the Senate.

Members of a fishing village on the island of Kauai, Hawaii, work together to pull in the day's catch, 1953, by Ewing Krailin. RG 306 Records of the US Information Agency (306-RS-51-10710)
A NATURAL EXTENSION OF FAMILY-BASED COMMUNITIES ARE THOSE UNIFIED BY ETHNICITY OR CULTURE. DESPITE ITS POPULAR IMAGE AS A MELTING POT, THE UNITED STATES HAS BEEN HOME TO THOUSANDS OF ETHNIC, RACIAL, AND CULTURAL GROUPS THAT HAVE REMAINED DISTINCT FROM OTHER AMERICANS. SOMETIMES THIS SEPARATION WAS A CONSCIOUS CHOICE. NEW IMMIGRANTS USUALLY FOUND THE TRANSITION FROM OLD WORLD TO NEW EASIER WHEN THEY WERE SURROUNDED BY FAMILIAR FACES AND CUSTOMS. FOR OTHER GROUPS, SEPARATION FROM THE LARGER SOCIETY RESULTED FROM BOTH OVERT AND INSIDIOUS SEGREGATION: VERY OFTEN THE LOCATION AND LIVING CONDITIONS OF RACIAL AND ETHNIC GROUPS HAVE BEEN DETERMINED BY THE PREJUDICES OF THE MAJORITY POPULATION. WHETHER CREATED BY CHOICE OR FORCE, ETHNIC TOWNS AND NEIGHBORHOODS HAVE BECOME A COMMON FEATURE OF THE AMERICAN LANDSCAPE.
Immigrants

Some of the earliest immigrants to America crossed the Atlantic in small groups, hoping for new opportunities in a new land or seeking refuge from political or religious persecution. Upon arrival here, these groups often stayed together, creating small, closely knit, ethnically homogenous communities. When the first British colonists arrived, for instance, they remained together in small settlements rather than dispersing into the wilderness. Such settlements offered more protection and comfort than lonely homesteads: the compact New England towns were designed to be easily defended. They also fostered close community relationships, provided economic security for inhabitants, and imposed a British sense of physical and social order on the alien land.

In 19th-century America, immigrants often settled in ethnic neighborhoods in large cities. New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Milwaukee, Chicago—all had quarters or sections that were inhabited largely by immigrants from the same country or region. Many of these communities became compact, vibrant versions of home: the sound of native languages, the aroma of familiar foods, and the prevalence of traditional dress or architecture helped define community boundaries and cushioned the cultural shock of a new and urban world. Traditional religious and social practices also persisted, often longer than any visible manifestations of ethnicity or culture, and these customs wove strength into the fabric of neighborhood life.

Once settled in the United States, immigrants did not always find themselves living the American dream. Discrimination and the challenges of assimilation became obstacles to the realization of the promise that the United States seemed to hold. For many immigrants, poverty, disease, and death were constant companions, and home and community were contained in squalid city tenements. To combat these and other problems, some immigrant groups formed their own social, legal, and economic organizations. Such associations served immigrants in established ethnic communities and also those who lived outside the community’s protective embrace. Ethnic organizations provided the structure and comfort of a culture-based community even for immigrants dispersed throughout the country.
Hester Street, in an area of New York City heavily populated by immigrants, ca. 1903.

(5) Records of the Public Housing Administration (1943).
El Cerrito, New Mexico, April 10, 1941, by Irving Rusinow.

RG 83 Records of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 183-C-378782

Grant Avenue in Chinatown, San Francisco, California, ca. 1954.

RG 186 Records of the U.S. Information Agency, 186-P-59-54-104271
Town Plan of New Haven, Connecticut, 1776 or 1777, by Samuel Hopkins, Jr. Not all towns in New England exhibited the distinctive grid pattern evident in this map of New Haven. But most villages—whether tightly compact or more dispersed—meant community to early American colonists.

Courtesy of the New-York Historical Society, New York City

Czechoslovakian immigrants and descendants in Lidice, Illinois, ca. 1940s.

RG 208, Records of the Office of War Information (208-PR-175-4)
Census schedule for an Italian immigrant community in New York City, 1870.

Petition to the Congress of the United States from the Irish Emigrant Society of New York, January 26, 1847. The Irish Emigrant Society assisted immigrants in the United States. In this letter to Congress, the Society requests attention to the plight of Irish immigrants on board passenger ships.

Resident of Pelham, Massachusetts, walk down a well-trod path to the town meeting house, November 1943. Following a tradition begun in colonial times, the community still congregates regularly in some New England towns to discuss and decide matters of local importance.
African Americans in Harlem

The problems faced by African-American communities perhaps exceeded those of any other ethnic group. Since their arrival in America as servants and slaves in the 17th century, African Americans have been one of the most visible and most persecuted minorities in this country. Even after the passage of the 13th amendment in 1865, discrimination persisted: blacks were denied voting rights; equal access to jobs, education, and housing; and in many places the right to live among the white majority. As a result they often created — or were forced into — their own racially restricted communities.

The kinds of communities that African Americans created were diverse. In the mid-19th century, for instance, groups of blacks bought land and formed their own frontier towns in the American West. In the later 19th century, as former slaves migrated north in search of work, they often created enclaves in cities that were much like those of other ethnic groups. By the early years of this century, Harlem, in New York City, became the largest African-American community in the United States.

In the 1920s Harlem was the center of black consciousness and political power in the United States. Leaders, such as W.E.B. DuBois and Marcus Garvey, and African-American artists and intellectuals living there drew the world's attention to the community. At the same time, however, Harlem also emerged as the largest black ghetto in the country. Discrimination, poor education, and unemployment created relentless poverty and suffering. Harlem residents found many ways to protest and combat these conditions, often working through political organizations (like Garvey's Universal Negro Improvement Association), church groups, and social clubs. Despite individual and community actions, however, the struggle against discrimination proved long and laborious. In Harlem, and throughout the United States, African Americans found that America held for them both hope and hardship, both opportunity and oppression.
PROPORTION OF NEGRO FAMILIES
TO TOTAL FAMILIES

LESS THAN 1% 1% TO 24.99% 25% TO 44.99% 45% TO 64.99%

SIR

See MAPS AND TABLE ON PAGES 12-13 FOR DATA BY BLOCKS

Map showing the "Proportion of Negro Families to Total Families in Harlem," 1934.
RG 31, Records of the Federal Housing Administration
THE CHARACTER OF MANY ETHNIC COMMUNITIES WAS DETERMINED NOT ONLY BY THE CULTURE OR COLOR OF THEIR INHABITANTS; THE TENOR OF THE COMMUNITY WAS OFTEN SET BY THE ECONOMIC CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THE GROUP LIVED. INDEED, ECONOMIC CIRCUMSTANCE HAS PROVIDED THE IMPETUS FOR MANY DIFFERENT KINDS OF AMERICAN COMMUNITIES. BOOM TOWNS, WITH THE PROMISE OF QUICK RICHES, DREW PEOPLE TO THE REMOTEST CORNERS OF THE COUNTRY; COMPANY TOWNS ATTRACTED RESIDENTS BY OFFERING SIMPLY JOBS AND SURVIVAL. EVEN TODAY MOST AMERICANS LIVE IN COMMUNITIES SHAPED BY ECONOMIC INFLUENCES. IN URBAN AND SUBURBAN NEIGHBORHOODS, THE MOST COMMON DENOMINATORS ARE INCOME AND ECONOMIC CLASS.
The Suburbs

Suburbs began to develop in the United States in the 19th century as communities of summer residences for the wealthy. When railroads and streetcars made it possible to live there year round and commute to work in the city, many people abandoned overcrowded urban areas for greener pastures.

In the 1920s accessibility to the automobile spurred the democratization of the suburbs. Cars allowed greater numbers of people—possessing a wider range of incomes—to work in the city and live somewhere outside of it. For more and more people, peace and quiet, green lawns, and affordable, single-family homes became symbols of the American dream.

After World War II the suburbs boomed: new ones grew seemingly overnight from large tracts of land, dotted with similar (and similarly priced) houses. Criticism of suburban life also grew at this time, with charges that mass-produced housing encouraged a deadening conformity among residents and megalopolisitic trends in land development. Critics, however, often did not take into account the variety of lifestyles in the suburbs or the internal structures that emerged there. Despite the appearance of uniformity, suburbia seems capable of containing communities that are diverse and that generate satisfying human associations. In some cases, such communities have been cohesive enough to attempt to battle as a unit the suburban problems of unguided development, traffic congestion, and increasing crime.
To the Honorable
The Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED.

Your petitioners would most respectfully represent, that they are citizens and property owners in the City of Virginia and Town of Gold Hill, County of Carson, State of Nevada, and are deeply interested in the Comstock Lode, and in the encouragement of development and mining operations thereon, and that the existence of said City and Town, or phases of inhabitants, depends entirely upon the continuance of work on said Lode.

And petitioners further represent, that they view with alarm the proposed action of Congress, requiring companies and claimants on the Comstock Lode to apply for Patent within a limited time, and to desist from all operations in order to secure such application.

And your petitioners further represent, that they are fully convinced that such action of Congress, if adopted, would necessarily result in great injury and damage to the mining interests of the whole State of Nevada, and that the present proposal will be to retard, if not altogether destroy, the development, and seriously interfere with the carrying on of mining operations on the Comstock Lode, and which will be of general advantage to petitioners, and that the same and property will suffer, and is apprehended to suffer, if not speedily remedied.

And your petitioners further represent, that by the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the encouragement of mining and mineral operations, and the development of the Comstock Lode," approved May 10, 1872, as originally adopted, have proved unsatisfactory, and whereas to present the interests of all concerned, they therefore ask that said Act may be continued without amendment, and that the before-mentioned proposed action, and any other changes in said Act, whereby companies and claimants on the Comstock Lode will be required to apply for and accept Patents within a limited time, may be delayed.

And against such proposed action, and any such changes, your petitioners do most respectfully protest.

[Signatures of petitioners]

Petition to the United States Congress from the residents of Virginia City and Gold Hill, Nevada, expressing concern about their claims on the Comstock Lode, March 27, 1874.

RG 40 Records of the U.S. Senate
Reproduced with permission of the Senate

Boom Towns

American boom towns were assemblages of diverse individuals with one common goal: to get rich quick. With the discovery of gold, oil, or other valuable natural resources, adventurers rushed by the thousands to distant regions of the country—clustering together in towns like Andarko, Oklahoma, and Gold Hill, Nevada. Hastily built banks and saloons sprang up on main streets, and town populations ebbed and flowed as fortunes were made or lost. Because their existence hinged on the well-being of individuals and not of the community, most boom towns did not have the strength to withstand the depletion of a gold vein or an oil field. Many became ghostly silhouettes of themselves, others, such as Houston, Texas, and Valdez, Alaska, grew into successful cities.

“The O.A.M. Social Order of Copper River Prospectors at Valdez,” Alaska, 1902, by the Miles Brothers. Valdez has boomed twice—as a copper and gold mining town in the late 1800s and currently as an oil distribution port.

RG 46 Records of the Office of the Chief Signal Officer (1861-1939)
Company Towns

In contrast to haphazardly created boom towns, company towns were carefully planned by private companies to attract employees. These ready-made communities came complete with houses, streets, stores, and schools—amenities that companies hoped would keep workers happy and productive. More importantly, companies also expected to benefit economically from the ability to control workers' lives.

Company towns varied greatly in size, appearance, and location. Small, dusty coal mining or mill towns contrasted sharply with the likes of Pullman, Illinois, a larger and more sophisticated railroad car company community. Economically, however, company towns varied little. Companies not only determined workers' wages, they also controlled their financial solvency by paying wages in scrip instead of cash. Workers were thus forced to patronize company-owned establishments and were subject to the prices that the company set for food, clothing, and other goods. Furthermore, the company controlled rents and utility and medical costs. When economic times got tough, companies raised prices and maintained or cut wages. The suffering this caused among workers and residents sometimes incited strikes and violent confrontations—and too often bloodied the streets of company towns.
SOME COMPANY TOWNS, SUCH AS PULLMAN, INITIALLY WERE UTOPIAN ATTEMPTS AT COMMUNITY BUILDING. THEIR CREATORS ENVISIONED A WORKFORCE “ELEVATED AND IMPROVED” BY A CAREFULLY PLANNED ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE. SUCH IDEALS WERE PART OF THE BROADER HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN SEARCH FOR THE PERFECT COMMUNITY. IN ADDITION TO INDUSTRY MAGNATES, REFORMERS, RELIGIOUS LEADERS, AND EVEN BUREAUCRATS HAVE PLANNED AND BUILT EXPERIMENTAL TOWNS IN HOPES OF RESHAPING AMERICAN SOCIETY. SOME PLANNED COMMUNITIES SOUGHT TO IMPROVE THE LOT OF THE WORKING CLASS; OTHERS CHALLENGED PREVAILING NOTIONS ABOUT PROPERTY, LABOR, FAMILY, AND MARRIAGE. BUT EACH EXPERIMENT PROPOSED THAT WITHIN THE CLOSE BONDS OF COMMUNAL LIVING, PEOPLE WOULD FIND THE IDEAL EXISTENCE.
Utopias

Dozens of utopian societies formed in this country in reaction against traditional American politics and economics. In the 19th century, the cold competitiveness of industrialization provoked the creation of communities with alternative, reform-oriented political and social systems. At New Harmony, Indiana, for instance, Robert Owen founded a community in the 1820s that opposed the American capitalist order and attempted to embrace complete economic, political, and sexual equality. In the 1890s, the Kaweah Colony in northern California similarly proposed that egalitarianism, socialist aims, and communal living would foster an "enlightened civilization" both within the community and in the outside world. Seventy-five years later, in the 1960s, some Americans again left mainstream society to live in communes, where work, economic success, and day-to-day living were joint endeavors. Unity in utopian societies did not always prevail, however: internal conflicts, financial hardship, and the lure of capitalism often shortened the lives of these American experiments.
The Shakers

Many utopian communities in the United States have been based on religious ideals. Some of the first Christian planned communities were established in the 1780s by the Shakers. Followers withdrew from the outside world, living together in small villages and seeking spiritual perfection through worship and devotion to their faith. They shared all property and work and believed that men and women were truly equal. These principles, along with a broad social concern and a strict belief in celibacy, encouraged a unique unity of purpose among community members.

Shaker unity and faith were expressed in their work. Crops and livestock were lovingly tended, and objects were crafted with attention to function and simplicity. Today their craftsmanship is world renowned: individual Shaker chairs can sell for thousands of dollars. and the Shakers' architectural legacy is carefully preserved in a handful of restored villages. The few Shakers who remain, however, hope to be remembered not for their furniture or architecture, but for what such objects represent: a communal quest for a perfected, sanctified way of life.


RG 46 Records of the U.S. Senate
Reproduced with permission of the Senate

"Improvement In Chairs," patent for a chair tilting device, by George O. Dorsey, a Shaker from New Lebanon, New York, March 2, 1852. Their many inventions including a buzz-saw and a revolving oven testify to the Shakers' love of innovation. However, inventions were seldom patented: individual achievement was secondary to its contribution to the community.

RG 241 Records of the Patent and Trademark Office
Shaker women on an apple-picking outing, Canterbury, New Hampshire, early 20th century.


"Mountain Meeting," by David Lambson, 1848, from Two Years Experience Among the Shakers. Worship was a social act for Shakers, involving praying, singing, and dancing (their unique dances, in fact, gave the Shakers their name). These activities were an integral part of communal life.

Courtesy of Hancock Shaker Village, Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
The Mormons

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints also began as a utopian, communal religious society. In 1830 a heavenly revelation inspired Joseph Smith to found the religion. He and his followers, known as Mormons, removed themselves from worldly influences and lived together in closely knit settlements. Through the repentance of sin, missionary work, and strict obedience to the laws of the church, Mormons believed that salvation — and a special relationship with God — could be attained.

Mormons created highly ordered communities. Most men held positions in the church; work was shared by (and ber) lled everyone; systems of aid and assistance provided for the disadvantaged. In addition, Mormon economic ventures were often cooperative in nature and very successful, helping to foster large and prosperous Mormon communities such as Nauvoo, Illinois. But these successes—and the communal inclusiveness of the Mormon religion — were threatening to outsiders. Many denounced the religion as heretical, and others plagued Mormon communities with violence and legal harassment. To escape threats, intimida-
The "Defense of Plural Marriage by the Women of Utah County," ca. 1878, is a statement by Mormon women protesting against the anti-polygamy crusade, expressing their firm and unalterable faith in plural marriage as a divine ordinance. The document was a response to the Evens' Proclamation of 1864, which called for the end of plural marriage. It was part of a series of public meetings held in various Utah towns, including Provo, Springville, Spanish Fork, Salem, Payson, Bountiful, Goshen, Cedar Valley, Lehi, Alpine, and Benjamin, American Fork and Pleasant Grove. The meetings were held to denounce the Evens' crusade and to reaffirm the Mormon belief in plural marriage as a religious practice sanctioned by God.

In the 1840s, a large group of Mormons reached the deserted plains of what would become the Utah Territory. Thinking they had finally found safe haven in so isolated a location, they built Zion (later renamed Salt Lake City) and lived according to the tenets of their faith. But one tenet—polygamy—still incited hostility among outsiders and the U.S. government. As a result, Mormons lost territorial voting rights. Utah's statehood was deferred, and battles erupted between followers and federal troops. Under such pressures, Mormons abandoned polygamy in 1890.

Temples, universities, and the Mormon Tabernacle Choir are familiar symbols of the modern Mormon community. Though now dispersed throughout the country, their commitment to their faith and their enduring cohesion make Mormons an influential force in American religion and society.
New Towns

In modern America urban planners are among those who have taken on the challenge of creating the ideal—or at least the improved—community. Their designs present alternatives to shapeless, anonymous suburban sprawl and to the economic and social segregation of metropolitan areas. In the 1930s, New Deal planners created Greenbelt Towns. These planned communities combined a new land-use pattern and a cooperative system of community government in a radical attempt to improve American towns. More recently, the private sector has attempted similar experiments. Through innovative zoning laws and architecture, modern new towns have sought to enhance the relationships among the residential, business, and open spaces in communities, and ultimately among the residents themselves. All of these new town planners have hoped that a carefully laid out physical environment would nurture a warm community spirit.
Refugee Camp Number 2, Hickman, Kentucky, 1912, by Captain Elliot. After the great Mississippi River flood of 1912, refugee camps drew formerly scattered area residents together in quickly assembled communities.

RG 92. Records of the Office of the Quartermaster General (92-MRF-S-A)

In contrast to the carefully crafted communities of contemporary and historic idealists, some communities have been the product of dire circumstance. Crises can propel individuals together in search of help, companionship, and compassion. Drought, hurricanes, and other natural disasters often create bonds between people in the affected areas; national disasters — such as war — can unify the entire country. At other times the community itself has generated crisis. Plantations, reservations, and relocation camps have been used in the United States to forcibly contain and control certain segments of the population. These involuntary communities displaced and destroyed lives. But in the midst of many such crises, the shared experience of destruction and recovery forged meaningful, lasting ties.
Slave Communities

Prior to the Civil War, slavery was a fundamental economic institution in the American South. While plantation owners benefited from this system of free labor, African Americans suffered unimaginably. The slave trade ripped Africans from their homes and families and subjected them to brutal working conditions and merciless mistreatment. On southern plantations Africans from completely different cultures were thrown together, sometimes unable even to communicate with one another. Still, in the shared hardships and close quarters of plantation life, enslaved Americans managed to create communities that defied efforts to destroy them. On South Carolina’s Sea Islands, for example, ties were so strong that some communities evolved into villages and towns, retaining many of the traditions, languages, and relationships that developed during slavery. Today, however, the land, livelihood, and lifestyle of these people are threatened by land development pressures.

“Group at Drayton’s Plantation,” Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, 1862, by Henry P. Moore.
Courtesy of the New Hampshire Historical Society, Concord
Plan of Mrs. Marsh’s Plantation on Hutchinson’s Island, South Carolina, 1785, by John Diamond.

RG 77. Records of the Office of the Chief of Engineers

[Map Image]

Cotton Fields west of Avenue

Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Acres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>494</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 494 acres exclusive of March Island and other smaller islands in marshes.
Indian Reservations

Indian reservations were also involuntary collections of people. In 1830 the Indian Removal Act authorized the exchange of land inhabited by Native Americans in the eastern United States for open, unsettled land in the West. By the 1870s this "exchange" became the forced enclosure of American Indians on government reservations.

Native American communities struggled for survival on reservations. Uprooted from ancestral homes, tribes lost traditional means of self-support. They now depended on the federal government for such basic necessities as clothing and food, and traditional dress, dance, social customs, and government were prohibited. Native American children were often separated from families and sent to government schools to learn Euro-American ways.

For many years, federal policy succeeded only in fragmenting American Indian communities and threatening their very existence. New laws in the 1930s improved conditions somewhat by allowing American Indians a voice in reservation administration. They also encouraged the reestablishment of tribal governments and reinstitution of traditional customs. But the destructive policies of the past inflicted social and psychological wounds that still linger. Native Americans continue the struggle to increase their opportunities and to transform their reservations into the cohesive communities that once existed outside of federal boundaries.

Indian identification tags, used to identify Native American residents of the San Carlos Indian Agency in Arizona and to indicate their eligibility for government rations, 1888.

RG 48 Records of the Office of the Secretary of the Interior

ARTICLE IX -- TRIBAL EXPENSE IN CARE OF AGED, ETC.

This being a grazing country with the sheep industry as primary source of income, and in appreciation of tribal responsibility for the aged and incapacitated, there shall be maintained a flock of sheep not out of proportion to the total sheep population, the returns of which shall go to care for the aged and incapacitated. The returns coming into the hands of the Representative Tribal Council from any portion of the flock assigned for general tribal purposes may be used to meet actual expenses of the tribal organization.

"Constitution and Bylaws of the Jicarilla Apache Tribe," ca. 1937. Following the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, many American Indian communities wrote tribal constitutions. This excerpt expresses the unique concerns of one reservation community.

RG 75 Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
Navajo women learn ancient weaving techniques, May 7, 1943, by Milton Snow. Traditional practices such as rug-weaving renew Native Americans' ties with their heritage and are a source of needed income as well.

RG 75 Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (T5-NG-NC-3-56AII)

Navajo Tribal Council, 1968.

RG 75 Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (T7-TLA-49-TC-19)
Japanese Relocation Camps

In the 1940s the federal government again forced collections of people into contrived communities. When Japan attacked Pearl Harbor in 1941, waves of fear and paranoia swept the country, and West Coast Americans of Japanese ancestry were ordered into internment camps.

The War Relocation Authority established ten camp communities that each housed 10,000-12,000 residents. Schools and recreation centers simulated normal life, but armed guards and barbed wire plainly stated the involuntary nature of these communities. The shock of internment caused profound despair among many of those incarcerated and sometimes split camps along generational and economic lines. More often, however, internees formed social and professional groups and found common ground in both Japanese and American traditions. Such mutual support helped many individuals to survive until 1944, when relocation camps began to close. In the 1980s the federal government made financial restitution to survivors of these communities and their families.

CONSTITUTION OF A BUDDHIST HOME

With firm faith, adore the three treasures.
Buddha is your mind.
Dhamma is your speech.
Sangha is your body.
Your parents brought you into this world.
Your country always protects you.
Your fellow-beings never cease to help you.
And thus you have the buddha-dhamma with you forever.
Charities are your hands.
Precepts are your feet.
Perseverence is your waist.
Constancy is your brain.
Dhyana is your heart.
And Wisdom and Knowledge are your eyes.

Three devotions, four gratitudes, and six paramitas: these are the foundation of Buddhistic ethics.


The AIDS Community

The crises that generate communities do not always create localized groups of people. In the 1980s the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) crisis created a new community among thousands of widely scattered Americans.

Initially AIDS threatened homosexuals, drug users, and hemophiliacs, but slowly it began to claim victims from every walk of American life. Tragically, many suffered alone, abandoned by family and friends. Others have found solace in organizations — made up of doctors, loved ones, civil rights advocates — that battle the disease, discrimination, and death itself. Individuals find in this mutual struggle a sense of community, and in the community the strength and hope to persevere.
COMMUNITY. n.

[ME communite, citizenry < OFr. communite < Lat. communitas, fellowship < communis, common, shared by all]

Community is the result of the age-old quest for sustenance, security, and fellowship. It is a social bond, absolutely integral to human life, that creates a sense of mutual trust and obligation. In our communities we are socialized, supported, and sustained.

In many ways, communities in a modern and complex United States are hard to define and are less distinctive than many of the specific examples presented on these pages. The ties of blood and land (and the recognizable boundaries that they create) do not have the tenacity they once did. Still, in small towns and sprawling suburbs, in professional societies and citizens' groups, and in sympathetic and emotional associations with others, Americans seek—and manage to find—their own versions of community.